NISHENEIT AHAS
THE SECOND CROW
Art Canceling Erasure

NOVEMBER 18, 2023  10:00 AM
Sie FilmCenter, 2510 E Colfax Ave, Denver, CO

In Lenape tribal prophecy, The Second Crow speaks to the destruction of native peoples.
In an act of the Fourth Crow, we come together to heal and to return to harmony.
This panel discussion features artists from multiple erased cultures who are working together
to bring restoration and education through a multi-media event: a screenplay transforming
into a graphic novel morphing into a traveling mural, all documented on film.

PANELISTS

TAMMY “TS” BOTKIN
Writer/Director/Producer

NONIE CRUZADO
Illustrator/Artist

CLENG SUMAGAYSAY
Muralist

KRISTINA MALDONADO
-BAD HAND
Artist/Graphic Novelist

ADAM WATERBEAR DEPAUL
Chief of Storytelling

TRAI CARTWRIGHT
Moderator

SCAN FOR TICKETS  https://bit.ly/3QnBzf4
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